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IMPORTANT!
IT MAY BE BORING, BUT PLEASE READ THIS:

 tuning:
1st G#, 2nd D#, 3rd B, 4th F#, 5th C#, 6th G#
The G# can of course be tuned in any way, but lower tunings, such as the common E to E requires heavier 
strings (such as, 012 to .050). The fact that the G# is called so, does not mean any difference in the way you 
play the chords, i.e. normal fingering is used!

SET-UP 
 Like all quality guitars your G# may need a set-up to perform at its best
 A normal G# set-up consists of:
 •tuning to playing pitch (to put every part at its working stress level )
 •trussrod inspection/adjustment
 •string height adjustment
 •intonation                                         
 •inspection/adjustment of nut
 •inspection/adjustment of frets (all being at the same level) 
 •inspection/adjustment of bridge (string-slots being cut right)
 •inspection/adjustment of electronics

IMPORTANT:
As wood tends to shrink a little, due to the drying process continuing for some time, most guitars with sealed 
tuners will suffer from loose tuner-nuts. This sometimes causes rattles and tuning problems. We strongly 
recommend these nuts to be checked and tightened if they become loose!!! 

Trussrod adjustment:
The G# trussrod adjustment nut is located beneath the fret board at the “sound hole“ end (fig.1). To adjust it, 
the “sound hole” cover has to be removed (CAUTION: take care when removing the cover, as the pickup 
adjustment springs may cause cracks in the finish around the “sound hole,” if not carefully lifted. If the cover 
with pickup installed is difficult to lift out, the best thing is to unscrew the pickup adjustment screws (the ones 
on each side of the pick-up) so that the pickup falls into the sound hole. The pickup is easily reinstalled into 
the cover after adjustment is done. CAUTION: The pickup-cables can break loose from their connecting-
points if stretched too far! )

Yes, but what is a trussrod? The trussrod is a reinforcement device built into the neck to prevent it 
from being bent by the force of the string pull or wood movement.
The current G# model has a Two-Way trussrod installed, meaning it is possible to adjust the neck to be cor-
rect even if it has a “natural” back-bow (fig.4). 
This adjustable trussrod makes it possible to set the neck straight regardless of string gauges or tunings being 
used (of course in terms of normal use). On longer scale guitars it’s mostly recommended that the neck has a 
little relief (Fig.2), because of the strings movement when played. 
The G#, being very short-scale and high-tuned, is normally not in need for a neck-relief. This means the 
strings can be set very close to the fret board without buzzing.
If the G# has a very high action it normally means the neck has a too “deep” relief. The trussrod nut then has 
to be tightened (fig.3).
If there’s a lot of string buzz the neck may have a “back bow” (fig.4) causing the strings to hit the next fret(s) 
when played. In this case the trussrod nut has to be turned counter clockwise (fig.5).

CAUTION: Too much force used to tighten the trussrod nut, in either direction, may cause damage to 
it. If you’re not sure how to deal with it - leave it to a qualified person!!!

String height adjustment
Some times it’s enough just to adjust the trussrod to get the right action.
If trussrod adjustment isn’t enough, the bridge has to be sanded down (if action is too high), or shimmed 
from underneath (if action is too low),
If action is too high on the first frets, the string slots in the nut have to be filed deeper. 

THIS IS VERY IMPORTANT, BECAUSE TOO HIGH ACTION AT THE NUT MEANS 
THE STRINGS HAVE TO BE STRETCHED VERY MUCH TO REACH THE FIRST 
FRETS, CAUSING THE NOTES TO GO FAR TOO SHARP IN THE FIRST POSITIONS

(this is a very common problem with all guitars that haven’t had a proper set-up).

Intonation
If intonation is not right, the guitar will not play in tune up the neck (this also goes for the first positions if the 
string slots in the nut is cut wrong).
As the G# is equipped with a straight slideable bridge, intonation is very easy using an electronic tuner: Tune 
to pitch and play the first string unfretted – then play the string while fretted at the 12th fret. The note is 
supposed to be the same, but an octave higher (same indication on a normal tuner). If the 12th fret note 
is too sharp, the string needs to be longer from the 12th fret to the bridge, meaning the bridge has too be 
moved away from the neck. In the opposite (12th fret note is too flat), the string needs to be shorter in 
distance from the 12th fret to the bridge, which means the bridge has too be moved towards the neck. Same 
procedure goes for the sixth string.
The G# comes with an INTONATION TEMPLATE with instructions on how to use it, and this makes 
everything much easier, even if a slight adjustment may be needed after use.

Adjustment of nut
If the string-slots in the nut are cut too deep, the strings will buzz at the first fret.
If cut too shallow the pitch of single notes and chords in the first positions will go sharp.
If any string is making a “sitar-sound” when played open, the reason may be the string-slot is too wide, or 
incorrectly cut. Can be solved by either refilling the slot, or by filling in and make a completely new slot. 
Sometimes a new nut is required.

Adjustments of frets
If the frets are uneven in height, the strings will buzz against the next one if a low fret is fretted.
Uneven fret height can be solved by either hammering in high frets, or if already well seated onto the fret 
board, filing down to the right level. In the latter case the fret(s) crown needs to be rounded to regain the 
right shape.

Adjustment of bridge string slots
If any string is making a “sitar-sound” when played open, the reason may be that the string-slot at the bridge is 
too wide, or incorrectly filed. In most cases a refining of the slot is solving this problem.

Checking electronics
 • Test of pick-up
 • Test of push/push volume-pot.
 • Test of output-jack
 • Adjustment of pick-up  
   

Thank you for your purchase of the  - hope you will enjoy it as much as I do.

Øivin Fjeld


